Bates College Ears Victory in Debate Tournament at MIT

By Don Lacey  THE TECH  Dec. 13, 1994

On Friday, Dec. 2 and Saturday, Dec., the parliamentary debate team lost its third annual debate tournament. The event attracted 16 teams from schools such as Harvard University, Princeton University, and Yale University, according to team President Anand R. Radhakrishnan '96.

A team from Bates College composed of Quoc Tran and Chris Tine defeated Princeton's Doug Kern and Gwen Snorteland in the tournament's championship round. The case set forth by Bates, in keeping with a tradition of offbeat final round topics, was that parents should not tell their children that Santa Claus is real if they ask. Princeton countered by arguing that such a policy would be detrimental to the spirit of Christmas, and during a section of the round where speeches from non-competitive individuals are allowed, a member of a team from Harvard argued that both teams were mistaken in their assumption that Santa Claus does not exist.

A panel of seven judges from MIT eventually gave the win to Bates. Collegiate debate of this sort differs from the "policy" debate with which most people are familiar, said Vice President S. Raasoon Barerjee '97. "Parliamentary debate is totally extemporaneous, and therefore requires much less preparation than do many other formats," Barerjee said. "That really helps for MIT students, because we're generally too busy with schoolwork to spend a lot of time researching cases," he said.

In addition to the straight debate rounds, MIT sponsored a speech contest in which participants had to speak extemporaneously on a humorous topic for three minutes. Yale University's Mark Oppenheimer won the competition, despite another speaker's complaint that Oppenheimer's attempted witicism had only served to solidify his reputation as father of the bomb. The MIT tournament is popular with other teams because unlike many schools' events, "MIT runs on time," said Radhakrishnan, adding that Tournament Director Cynthia V. Santillanes '96 deserved much of the credit for the invitation's punctuality.

"We're also grateful for the personalized treatment we received," said Radhakrishnan. "We did many other formats," Barerjee for the following day for full time and summer intern positions in
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"Running my own business

definitely has its benefits."

For starters, the hours are flexible. If I feel like taking a break from running the business to run a mile—no problem! Not to mention, the commute is a snap. In fact, with my portable computer, I can work just about anywhere.

And the long-term benefits are even better. Since I'm self-employed, I can start planning my retirement nest egg today with a tax deductible, tax-deferred, Keogh Plan from Cambridge Savings Bank.

Keogh Plan Benefits.
Earning extra income from consulting? Self-employed?

Have a partnership? Establish a Keogh Retirement Plan at CSB.

* Contributions are tax-deductible
* 100% of interest is tax-deferred until retirement
* Professional investment management by Wright Investors' Service
* Mutual funds* included as investment option

Deadline for adding funds to existing Keogh: April 15, 1995. Drop by or call (617) 864-8700.

CSB CAMBRIDGE SAVINGS BANK
A good, solid bank since 1834.
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